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Abstract

Linguistics has taught us that the romany language is spoken as the sankritishten language since
the end of XIX century . Their  language  represents an extraordinary wealth and a large
linguistic diversity  that was formed since  the beginning  of the  history of the Romany people .
The territory of this  nation has no limits . They are present in all regions of Albania . This
language , which they are represented with ,is different from all the other  nations  . This
language is spoken in different dialects . Few of them have been studied whether or not has
passed the written language . This paper is based on the analysis and research of this language
within the territory of Albania  and is relying on series  of articles , through these issues :
“romany’s language , its evolution origin and  the current situation it shows that has enabled a
clarification of the history  of these people . So we should emphasize the fact that these dialects
and variants enabled the preservation of a common vocabulary “ Standardization of Romany’s
language  as a cultural  identity  affirmation “. So we will have to deal with this issue  to
preserve  aspects of standardization of Romany’s language  and the paradox  that this
standardization provides . The aim  should  be  integration  and not assimilation . First steps
towards a real  integration of linguistic are social and cultural to discover tradition  ,values ,
customs , rites , in this community .This article will be a supplement of other articles that  have
been made in relation with  the study of our language and romany’s cultures.
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